
REFINEMENT OF THE AGENDA FOR THE CREATIVE & CULTURAL SECTOR 2015/16

1st Sector pre-Budget 2015/16 Meeting held 
Date: Wednesday 30th September 2015
Time: 5- 8pm
Place: Conference Room TTCSI, Cornelio Street, POS
In Attendance: 20 stakeholders including executive members of IMPATT; National Dance; and 
Rapso; as well as lecturers and Steelband, Storytelling, Soca, and Visual Arts practitioners 

CORE CREATIVE ECONOMY BACKGROUND DATA: 

The  global  Creative  Industries  are  going  through  an  unprecedented  economic  and  artistic
renaissance and boom which has led it to become the second largest industry on planet Earth
over the last 15 years- with annual returns of over $2.2 trillion (2001 figures). Both developed
and  developing  countries-  from  Australia  to  Dubai  to  Nigeria-  have  been  employing  it  to
transform  their  landscapes  and  media-scapes  to  leverage  the  transformation  of  their
economies into Service and Information Technology-based economies. It is THE growth industry
in the world! 

During this same period T&T’s Creative sector went into decline.

The current Creative Industries economy with all its working parts was built on 4 waves of
enablers-  policies,  legislations,  fiscal  enablers,  institutions-  implemented  by  developed
countries from the period of the World Wars to the present.  Successive T&T political leaders
have  refused  to  adopt  and  implement  these  foundation  enablers.  This  is  why  we  are  not
earning income from our natural  Gifts and our phenomenal Legacy.  These are the essential
institutions for a Creative Economy.

THE 4 WAVES OF CREATIVE SECTOR ENABLERS WERE:

1. The  first  wave  of  enablers:  1920-  1940- Film Quotas,  Arts  Councils;  National  Trust
legislation/Museum and Gallery expansion; National Theatre programmes; massive Arts
Funding and enablers through Roosevelt’s New Deal and both post-War periods.

2. The second wave of enablers: 1960s television and radio broadcast policies- guidelines
considered ‘in the public interest’ 

3. The third wave:  In the 70s and 80s the first wave of broadcast Local Content Quotas
which was a response to the onslaught of American programming - starting with Canada
in  1971.  The  creation  and  global  operating  of  the  World  Intellectual  Property
Organisation (WIPO) which attempted to police the world of intellectual property.

4. The  fourth  period:  1990s- a  period  of  regularisation  related  to  the  new
telecommunication and IT industries led by international Intellectual Property treaties in
the 90s. The Uruguay Round in 1994 created the World Trade Organization (WTO) and



included the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
which  was  the  first  single,  truly  international  agreement  that  established  minimum
standards of protection for several forms of intellectual property. 

Collections agencies and regimes for IP were refined. These protocols truly empowered
Content creators by protecting their rights internationally. This 4th wave of enablers has
been extensive-  innovating  and refining  policies,  legislation,  and institutions  created
during  the  past  3  stages.  Museums,  Arts  Councils,  Local  Content  regimes,  were  all
polished  and  retooled  to  very  clinical  specifications  to  accomplish  very  quantifiable
economic and social gains. 

5. These 4 waves of enablers are responsible for the current multi-trillion dollar  global
Creative  Economy  by  incubating  threads  of  backward  and  forward  linkages  and
monetisation  throughout  generations  of  creative  practitioners,  products,  and
institutions in nations. 

TRINIDAD  &  TOBAGO  CAN’T  CAPITALISE  ON  THE  TRILLION  DOLLAR  CREATIVE  ECONOMY
BECAUSE IT DOES NOT HAVE THE ENABLERS IN PLACE TO HELP CREATIVES TO ECONOMISE
THEIR  CREATIONS.  THE  CREATIVE  INDUSTRY  ENABLERS  &  THE  PACKAGE  OF  INFORMED
SECTOR  DEMANDS  TO  NORMALISE  THE  CREATIVE  SECTOR  IS  CALLED  ‘THE  PROGRESSIVE
AGENDA’.

STATE & POTENTIAL OF THE LOCAL SECTOR:
The Sector earns about $1.5 billion in foreign exchange at present. About $1.3 billion of that is
from Carnival. If  the  basic  enablers  are  implemented we believe  that  the  Sector  could  be
earning over $6 billion in 4-5 years annually. Here is how:

 The Heritage Industry currently operates at a massive net loss, but could be earning up
to  $1  billion  with  a  series  of  economised  Heritage  Sites,  Museums,  and  other
programmes

 Carnival alongside our other Festivals- sensitively re-tooled could be earning about $3
billion annually

 Our genius talents, touring contingents, and their creative products in other markets can
be earning $2 billion

 Other Creative services like Consultants; events; solutions; graphics; patents & copyright
revenue; IT; advertising; etc can safely be earning $1 billion

SECTOR VICTORIES: It is important to know what we have won so we can build on those gains
1. 1999- 2010:  3 artist marches for Local Content- one resulted in quotas being written

into the legislation, only to have the wording removed by party financiers.  Battles for
the promulgation of the National Heritage law (passed in 1991) promulgated in 2001.
The passing of the 150% tax rebate championed by Christopher Rodriguez- also in 2001.
The creation of the Film Company and TTENT and winning of battles for Film to retain
the component of Local Grant Funding. Lobby for the creation of NAPA and the twinning
of the Academy with the National Performing Arts Centre. Froze $4 billion of wasteful
and problematic Cultural Infrastructure spending. Identified issues with NAPA.

2. 2010/11:  Got government to sign 2 UNESCO Treaties. Pushed for implementation of
150% tax rebates alongside the creation of Artist Registry. Pushed for consultation on



the National Cultural policy and its Integrity. Got root projects into 2010 Budget. Zero
implementation, but some projects taken and used by Division of Culture. 

3. 2011/12: Got Expert Panel created, created the 129 line items. Items only adopted after
advocacy  following  Pat  Bishop’s  death  in  a  meeting  battling  against  the creation  of
something called the Creative Industries Company or CreativeTT. CREATIVE TT CONCEPT
IS THROWN OUT AND $100 MILLION SET ASIDE IN BUDGET FOR THE 129 LINE ITEMS.
Fight for implementation. 

4. 2012/13: Bhoe Tewarie takes all $100 million and spends it on 50  th   anniversary fluff, no
Progressive Agendas enacted. In next Budget every single one of the 129 line items is
removed and instead the Creative TT company is inserted in the fine print. ACTT leads
Sector  in  revolt  against  CreativeTT.  We are  able  to  freeze  it  for  one  year  in  which
nothing happens in the Sector. On the eve of the Budget a Cabinet decision dictatorially
creates CreativeTT and emasculates the Film Co and TTENT

5. 2013/14:  Resistance to Creative TT continues.  ACTT battles also to get the 129 Line
Items restored but  strategically  they are reduced to a  7 item menu called The Low
Hanging Fruit.  Ministry of  Planning and Trade were compromised so we had to put
pressure on Ministry of Arts and the PM’s Office.  Continuing pressure makes Minister
offer position of Advisor to ACTT president to get the 129 line items restored through
the MOA before the next Budget. ACTT uses the opportunity to map the procedures,
protocols, and the resistance inside the Ministry and wider government- and presents
this  info  to  the  Sector.  ACTT  encounters  5  levels  of  resistance  to  the  Progressive
Agendas- 3 at Public Service level and 2 at Cabinet level. These opponents are able to
keep the 129 line items out of the Budget through extraordinary feats of sabotage- but
Cabinet meets and approves the priority projects on morning of Budget.

6. 2014/15: Through Rubadiri’s battles at close quarters ACTT and allies win 6 out of the
129 line items by getting them approved by Cabinet and adopted as government policy.
In the Ministry of Diversity (now defunct) led by allies like Citizens for Conservation we
won  2  extremely  important  lynchpins  for  the  Heritage  Industry:  the  actioning  and
implementing of the National Trust; and the creation of the National Museum board
which is charged with transitioning the Museum into a Statutory Authority which has
independence  from  government.  That  process  has  been  steadfastly  resisted  and
sabotaged  at  Ministerial  and  Public  Service  level.  It  is  important  to  note  that  the
National Trust legislation was passed since 1991, and that it took 25 years to implement-
this should alert us to the jeopardy of Implementation.

WHICH BRINGS US TO TODAY. THE FOLLOWING ARE THE PRIORITY ITEMS FOR THE NEXT
YEAR:
The first 4 items below are the items ACTT won last year in the Ministry of Arts for which
subventions have been allocated in the National Budget. Alongside the 2 items won at Ministry
of Diversity level, these 6 items constitute T&T finally getting the Creative Economy enablers
that many developed countries had put in place since the 1920s!!! These are:

1. Arts  Council  $32.7  M-  The  creation  of  an  arms-length  grant  organisation  offering
transparent seasonal grants for all different types of Creative sectors. This will solve the
issue of seed-funding for worthy artistic projects and unleash the Genius class.



This has been passed at Cabinet level and the money won in the PSIP. We need to battle
for Implementation with Integrity

See  document  at:  https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/arts-council-
budget-note-2014-15.pdf 

2. 44 Memoirs $4.8 M & $4 M-  the commissioning of 22 Histories of our various local
artforms and  22  Memoirs  of  artistic  and cultural  Geniuses.  This  is  essential  for  the
Nation.

This has been passed at Cabinet level and the money won in the PSIP. We need to battle
for Implementation with Integrity

See  document  at:  https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/24-memoirs-
cabinet-note-draft.pdf 

3. Pan Yard Regularisation/ Schools-in-Pan roll-out refined $9 M-  regularising the land
tenure of all 239 panyards alongside ramping up their managerial capacities. This will
constitute the single greatest migration of wealth in to the Creative and Roots classes
ever

This has been stuck at Ministerial level although passed in principle by Cabinet. The issue
is that Ministry of Housing has to sign over the lands to Ministry of Arts to bestow and
there are those inside the Ministry who DO NOT want to give the panmen the land but
want to hold it in perpetuity in the form of a lease. Our solution is to have panyards
declared  Heritage  Sites  so  they  cannot  be  disposed  so  easily  by  the  panmen  and
predators would not be able to trick them out of the properties. We need to battle for
Implementation with Integrity

See  document  at:  https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/panyard-
regularization-hopefully-final-final-note.pdf 

4. Genius  Grants  $12  M-  based  on  the  Ministry  of  Sports  Elite  Athlete  model  &  the
MacArthur Genius Grant programme. 

This is part of the roll-out of the Arts Council 

See  document  at:  https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/elite-artists-
hopefully-final-fnal-note.pdf 

Given fallen Oil and Gas prices these are the other priority projects from out of the Progressive
Agenda in ACTT’s mind. The Sector is free to engage these and suggest other programmes it
believes should have priority. These would constitute our demands for this first period:

5. Heritage  Warehouse:  Rather  than  battle  for  resources  for  many  different  Heritage
institutions like the Carnival and Steelband Museum, House of Music, etc instead we
should focus on a warehouse facility where the National Collections could be collected,
stored, and curated. The last Minister of Diversity saw the wisdom of this but did not
act.

See  document  at:  https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/heritage-
warehouse-basic.pdf 

6. Touring Secretariat:  Our National touring contingent is only .05% and should be 35%.
This is an institution to overlook getting our numbers up to 10-16% in the next 4 years. 

In the best practice roll-out Creative TT would be converted into this…
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See document at: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/touring-careers-
basic.pdf 

7. Music Incubation featuring Sou Sou Studios: There is a musical renaissance happening
but it will come to nought if it is not recorded well and the music is not performed and
heard.  This  is  to  build  a  local  music  eco-system  from  the  ground-up  looking  at:
recording; performance circuits in entertainment strips; etc. 

8. Local Content Quotas:  50% Local Content on radio and TV (40% T&T, 10% Caribbean)
with local shorts shown before every foreign feature in cinema

See document at:  https://artistscoalition.wordpress.com/2014/11/12/the-mystery-and-
majesty-of-local-content/ 

LOCAL CONTENT DETAILS:  Over the last 5 years the Local Content lobby has expanded and a
large ally base has been constructed and gains made- these include:

1. The creation of the world's first     Local     Content     Chamber here in T&T who supports our
cause and the holding of the first Summit on Local Content where the case for 50% was
accepted

2. The alliance of the Chambers of Commerce, Manufacturers Association, etc with our
cause and the isolation of the Broadcasters and Advertising Agencies

3. Under the previous admin 9 standing Ministers (and 6 more removed from Cabinet)
supported     Local     Content (this may mean nothing now after the elections)

4. There was an order from the Minister of Tertiary Education to begin work on creating
a     Local     Content     curriculum at UTT. Work had begun

5. The coming forward of the board of the NCC and its stakeholders (TUCO, etc) with a firm
policy  position  supporting  50%     Local     Content.  As  the  only  creative  cohort  that
governments  respect  because  of  their  $1.2  billion  contribution  to  GDP and  political
power, this declaration by the NCC is important

6. The position of the board of governors of the UTT in support of     Local     Content and their
support of the first working group

7. The support of the new head of Music TT Jeanelle Frontin and the support of Film TT
Camille Selvon, Tony Hall, etc

8. Before  the  dissolution  of  Parliament  I  engaged  the  2  Senate  presidents  with
announcements that we would like to have the Bill tabled in Parliament during the next
sittings 2015/16

9. The World Intellectual Property Organisation did a Country Report for government on
T&T with recommendations for Diversification and Industrial Health. ONE OF ITS PRIME
RECOMMENDATIONS WAS FOR T&T TO PASS LOCAL CONTENT LEGISLATION!!! Minister
Tewarie sat on this document for the whole 5 years…

We thus have the wind in our sails and must seize the moment. What is now necessary is for
the Sector to develop a unanimous Sector Position. There is a working group that is led by the
NCC  to  do  this  with  the  ACTT  stakeholders.  The  following  is  the  shape  of  the  summary
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document  and  stakeholders  can  feed  into  the  subject  headings.  The  first  draft  should  be
completed by November

The Summary- the lay of the land and a reasoning behind the proposition:
1. Definition of Local Content:

2. Nature of the Quotas- quantity and quality:

3. Prime Time specifics:

4. Penalties and Rewards:

5. Monitoring mechanisms:

6. The Nature of the Agencies doing the oversight:

7. What is done with the penalty money:

8. Overview:

SECTOR PRIORITIES continued:

9. Re-engineering of Creative TT and the re-empowerment of FilmTT w special TV series
investments from CNMG:  FilmTT, Music TT, and FashionTT have no executive power
and have  been gutted  of  specialised workers  in  their  secretariats.  This  needs to be
reversed and the ambit of Creative TT rationalised. IMPATT is drawing up a Film Sector
response.  Their  document  can  be  found  at  their  Facebook  page:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/IMPATT/ 

See ACTT’s document at: https://artistscoalition.wordpress.com/2012/12/10/1057/ 

10. Regularisation of Sector Subventions $10M: A permanent tiered system of funding for
Sector organisations must be campaigned for that is developmental alongside an office
hub for groups, possibly at La Fantasie.

See  document  at:  https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/home-and-
subventions-for-sector-groups.pdf 

11. Community  Centre Re-purposing and re-design:  Community  Centres  continue to be
built without Creative Sector minimum specifications to the detriment of communities
and the Arts. The Minimum Specifications document needs to be adopted and Centres
retrofitted

See document at: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/final-community-
centre-document.pdf 

12. East POS Heritage City/Growth Pole featuring the House of Music:  The Minister  of
Planning sabotaged the EPOS initiative and it must be righted with the East POS Council
of Community Organisations’ (the legitimate community group) agendas implemented

See  document  at:
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/epcco_budget_request_2012.pdf 

13. Reconfiguring  of  the  National  Theatre  Company  $10M:  There  is  a  Best  Practice
document for this organisation put together by theatre professionals after consultation
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that needs to be adopted. The Theatre Company needs to be liberated from Ministry
oversight. The National Theatre of Britain has offered to help us set it up properly

See  document  at:  https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/the-national-
theatre-company-best-practise.pdf 

14. NAPA and SAPA forensics with curriculum change: There are real problems with NAPA
and SAPA but we need independent stakeholder and JCC led forensics in the facilities.
We also need to interrogate the relevance of the UTT curriculum

15. Civics refined and re-introduced: Our new Honourale PM has committed to curriculum
change and to the teaching of History and Legacy to the nation’s kids and youths- that
means Civics. We need to engage the Creative Arts and Legacy component of this

16. National Cultural Policy: Many drafts of the National Cultural Policy need to be resolved
into a definitive document in this first year and the document passed so we can move
on  and  start  accessing  the  literally  billions  of  dollars  that  only  can  be  accessed  by
country’s that have National Cultural Policies…

See  document  at:  https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/the-draft-
national-cultural-policy1.pdf 

17. Carnival and Festival interventions: Aging festivals need sensitive not clumsy re-tooling.

See  document  at:  https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/carnival-
interventions.pdf 

18. Neighbouring Rights & other collection agencies:  We cannot collect the capital from
our IP if we don’t have the agencies to police and capture the income. Funds need to be
granted  to  the  professionals  who  have  done  the  due  diligence  to  enact  collection
agencies if they lack the seed capital

SUBMISSIONS FORM STAKEHOLDERS WHO COULDN’T MAKE IT:

DAVID CAVE
1. Govt subsidies for online distribution of local music through established platforms such as
Amazon and iTunes

2. The setting up of distribution companies in targeted markets, eg. USA, UK, for published
works and all forms of intellectual property.

3. Use of the above companies in order to monetise local online content eg. YouTube videos,
blogs, etc.

4.  SERIOUS renovation of the Victoria Institute to be used as a permanent collection for the
National Museum & Art Gallery.

5. Marketing initiatives  to support  local  content  AFTER the Bocas  Lit  festival  and T&T Film
Festival

6. Facilitating tax refunds for support for cultural  events PRIOR to taxes being filed or paid
(applicable to both businesses and individuals).  Some system should be implemented so that as
soon as donations are made, the tax refund will automatically be acknowledged and deducted
from the individual's total tax bill.  This procedure would ensure greater cash flow and should
provide additional incentive to acquire cultural works.

7.  The treatment of fine art as a separate entity within the cultural industry.
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8. Tax exemptions for local art galleries (similar to those enjoyed by Churches)

9. No taxes/VAT on locally manufactured framing/mounting

10. Reduced taxes/duties on art materials

11. Re-classification  of  imaging  equipment  (ie.  digital   cameras,  lenses,  scanners)  as  art
materials IF they are purchased by registered artists or practitioners in the Arts.

12 Establishment  of  a  Fine  Arts  Council  of  T&T  (FACTT)  to  manage  artists'  and  galleries'
database.

13. Use  of  the  Council  to  distinguish  between  traditional  heritage  Carnival  Bands  and
mainstream "pretty mas" bands.

14. Increasing subsidies to heritage bands

15 Removing subsidies and tax incentives for bands that charge a baseline price of TT$2000.00
per costume.  Sponsors will still be entitled to cultural subsidies.

16. Enforcement of fines in excess of TT$10m and jail  terms (re: registered companies) and
prison terms (10 years +) for individuals who deface or destroy (whether partly or wholly) any
of Trinidad and Tobago's built heritage.


